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Ourea is a one-stop-shop for all your business needs, from
Branding & Marketing, Website Design to SEO, Interior Design,
HR & Training along with IT services and lots more!!!

Ourea’s business model is built around a unique system
representing the 7 primordial deities of the Greek mythology:

Nysa | Athena | Kithairon | Oreus | Olympus | Helicon | Athos

These 7 entities represent 7 human traits or personas that are
embodied in our culture and work philosophy. An these entities
are further split into our 7 core domains that serve specific
business functions:

Sargaa | Prayagaa | Raaga | Drishyaa | Mantraa
Kalisthaa | Nirvanaa



Your Pathway To Greater Recognition
In The Industry!

Our motto is “Helping companies gain a foothold in the industry”

Being unique is our specialty, as we believe that an idea is all there to stand out from the
pack and we here are to make that idea of yours evolve & to evolve with you.

We focus on influence, experience, and inspiration. We are here to march with you
guiding in the talent search, recruiting, training, digital brand, marketing, strategic

implementation, and business growth. 

We are here to understand you, making your strengths stronger and your
vulnerability the strongest.



We are bunch of creative people who collaborate
their technical expertise along with creative skill
set to deliver the top notch services”

       We assist companies for hiring and recruiting the perfect candidates for the
       well built system.

       We train and coach employees and students by transforming their talents into
       skills bringing out their best performance.

       We strategize and plan projects from the initial stage to the final execution part
       involving all the sectors to deliver par excellence raising it to a brand.

       Ourea also supports organisation and individuals on technology implementation
       and other IT services.



Our vision is to become
the strategic partner for
organisations aiming to
achieve excellence in al l
functions. We will give wings
to their dreams by providing
innovative solutions and
helping the target audience
believe in our clients.

We aim to exceed our clients’
expectations through innovative
and customised solutions that
provide your brand with a
marketing and corporate boost.
Our 7 domains will work in
tandem to achieve the business
goals of our clients.

    We are understanding and
    will evolve with you.
    We respect and maintain a
    global atmosphere that
    values diversity.
    We aim to do the right thing.
    Always. And with accuracy.
    We believe in each team
    member. And trust each
    other to do the right thing.
    We will shape our future
    and that of our clients.
    We bel ieve in cultural
    diversity and inclusion.

MISSIONVISION VALUES



OUR SERVICES

Our Concepts of creating an organisation itself is
to provide services with utmost

perfection and excellence with a personal touch.

What we do in Ourea is to bring out the best from your organisation and the individuals.

Ourea is bunch of smart professional focused on providing end to end corporate
solutions for organisation and individuals.
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SARGAA
HR MANAGEMENT

Sargaa means -Avail Talents. Our HR wing  was set up to offer world-class talent
acquisition solutions for organisations. We will help you build leadership teams
with the right resources to excel in your environment. 

Sargaa’s plan of action is to improve your work environment whilst aligning
administration tasks encased from recruitment and HR audits to employee
management and payrolls.
e creative and eloquent activities of the firm.

Here is a snapshot of our HR services:

    HR Advisory & Consulting
    Contractual Staffing & Payroll
    Recruitment Solutions



Prayagaa is the conjunction point of Rivers Ganga, Yamuna, and Saraswathi. Our domain
is where like the rivers, wisdom, refinement, and clarity is originated. We apply finishing
school concept where every individual become an impeccable professional. Being in a
highly competitive world.yourteam members’ academic achievements make no sense
if they are not able to set themselves apart from peers in the industry. That’s where our
magic works. 

Our Training profile includes -
Prayagaa - our training wing - fulfils the upskilling needs of employees& graduates
 helping them become better equipped to serve your company.

Our Training profile includes -

    Academic Training           Corporate training           Image Consultancy

We offer a variety of training programs with skilled instructors for the following programs:

    Leadership development  Interpersonal skills  Communication skills 
    Managing change   Teamwork   Management skills 
    Problem-solving    Customer service  Corporate ettiquettes

PRAYAGAA



RAAGA
MARKETING & BRANDING VENTURE

Ragaa is like soul to any music likewise without strategies there is no working
business. Even adept and hardworking companies cannot survive without
marketing Ragaa’s team will fortify your position in the industry while
engendering marketing strategies through PR and branding efforts.Ragaa-our
marketing wing identifies your business goals and matches them with the
needs of the target audience. We will guide you to highlight products in such a
way that it has an impact with consumers.

Here is a snapshot of our Ragaa services:

     Web Design and Development
     Search Engine Optimization
     Social Media Design and Management
     Mobile Web Design & Development
     Online & Content Marketing



DRISHYAA

Drishyaais the eye to future !!
Our  IT wing offers technology solutions through web application and mobile
application development. We take complex requirements and convert them
into viable technology solutions that fulfil. your data and problem-solving needs.

Here is a look at our offering:

    App development

    Software support

    Hardware support

    Cloud computing

    Data storage

    Network



OUREA CORPORATE  MANAGEMENT  CONSULTANCY
104 A, First Floor, AR3 Chambers, Seaport-Airport Road, Vallathol Junction,

Kakkanad, Kochi, 682028, Kerala
Email : info@oureacorp.com

Contact : 9995557091  |  9995557259  |  9995934848
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